MICHAELPOWELLPHOTOGRAPHER
TERMS AND CONDITIONS ~ LINCOLN ORTHODONTICS
1. The voucher is only valid to the recipient from Lincoln Orthodontics for
family portraiture only and is not transferrable.
2. The voucher is not redeemable for cash or against a previous studio
session and can only be used as described.
3. The studio session is valued at £75.
4. Where a complimentary print is offered it will be a 7”x5” image
supplied unframed.
5. Vouchers may not always carry an expiry date. Michael Powell reserves
the right to withdraw offers at any time. Where an expiry date is
shown, that date is final.
6. The voucher may be used as a 10% credit against the viewing price
of wall portrait products as listed in the price list. (For example a box
framed product with a viewing price of £195 will cost £175.50; a larger
version at £300 will cost £270; the largest at £900 will cost £810. The
viewing price is approximately 10% cheaper than the standard price.
Standard price is for orders not made at the viewing. The Gift product at
£75.00 is not discounted with this voucher.)
7. Portraits are usually ready within two weeks but can be longer
depending on the product chosen and our suppliers. You will be
contacted to collect your portrait from the studio.
8. Your data may be used by Michael Powell so you can be kept informed
of special news and offers. You may be contacted by email, post, SMS
text or telephone. Your details are not supplied to any third party. If you
would rather not be contacted please email mike@michaelpowell.com
9. Payment for products must be taken at the time of ordering.
10. Copyright in all images is held by Michael Powell and may be used for
the purposes of self promotion.
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